“At the top of all
the charts, Montréal has
acquired an enviable
reputation on the world
stage—and culture plays
an important role in this.”
Mélanie Joly
Minister of Canadian Heritage
Martin Coiteux
Minister of Municipal Affairs
and Land Occupancy,
Minister of Public Security,
Minister responsible
for Montréal region

INFLUENTIAL

TIME FOR MONTRÉAL
IN BARCELONA
For more than a century, the Mercè de
Barcelone has been one of Europe’s greatest
events. This late-summer festival attracts more
than two million participants and tourists.
Montréal was the guest of honour in 2013.
The program developed by Montréal featured
the city’s digital creativity and artistic inventiveness. Without a doubt, the highlight was
provided by Moment Factory, based on an
idea of Renaud – Architecture d’événements: a multimedia spectacle projected on
the facade of the Sagrada Família, Gaudí’s
celebrated, if still unfinished, basilica. Titled
Ode à la vie , it was a homage to the work of
the Barcelona architect who, through the
play of light and optics, emphasized lines and
sculptures, while bringing poetic images to life,
as if rising up from a dream. For three evenings the show was acclaimed by thousands of
enchanted spectators.
A creation by Cirque Éloize, an electronic
music performance presented by Piknic
Électronik, a concert performed by traditional
music group Le Vent du Nord and a festival
of Québec films filled out this rich and varied
programming—all in the image of the city they
represent!

Photo: Moment Factory @ Pep Daude
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SWINGS IN THE SPRINGTIME
Better than the swallows, 21 Balançoires are a
sign spring has returned! The oversized children’s play set was created by two Montréal
designers—Mouna Andraos and Melissa
Mongiat of the Daily tous les jours studio—
in collaboration with Université du Québec
à Montréal professor Luc-Alain Giraldeau,

and Radwan Ghazi Moumneh (for music
creation). Year in and year out, starting in
2011, they enliven the promenade des Artistes
during the months of May and April.
Not only do they provide a return to the happy
days of childhood, each movement on the
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swings sets off sounds and lights. Together,
the swings create ephemeral symphonies dedicated to the city, played by its residents and
visitors.

NÉZET-SÉGUIN’S STAR
AT ITS ZENITH
“He’s the conductor the whole world dreams of having,” said one Berlin
journalist about him. It’s really true that his acclaim is worldwide!
In 2012, Yannick Nézet-Séguin became the musical director of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, a role added to his titles of artistic director and
conductor of the Orchestre métropolitain de Montréal (since 2000) and
chief conductor of the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra in the Netherlands
(since 2008). In 2016 he became an honorary member of the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe.
He was designated Artist of the Year in 2015 by the professional performing
arts magazine Musical America. Nézet-Séquin was the first Quebecker to
receive this recognition, awarded in the past to major personalities of the
music world (including Leonard Bernstein, Herbert von Karajan and AnneSophie Mutter).
In autumn 2017 he toured six European cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
Hamburg, Paris, Dortmund, Cologne) with the Orchestre métropolitain de
Montréal. Public reaction was unanimous: each concert was a triumph!
In early 2018 he became music director of the prestigious New York
Metropolitan Opera. But this won’t prevent him from pursuing other
international collaborations with major orchestras or participating in many
festivals. Yannick Nézet-Séguin is the best ambassador Montréal could
ever dream of.
Photo: ©Orchestre Métropolitain/Antoine Saito
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Mosaïcultures Hamamatsu
Photo :François Gravel

DESIGN AS A VECTOR
FOR DEVELOPMENT

MONTRÉAL WAS THE STAR
IN SHANGHAI

In 2006, Montréal was designated a UNESCO City of Design. It then joined
the Creative Cities Network, a distinction which allows it to emphasize and
promote the excellence of Montréal designers and architects, while also
raising citizen awareness about design.

Montréal and Shanghai are sister cities that have cultivated a special friendship for 25 years. During Expo 2010 Shanghai, Montréal was in the spotlight
a great deal, thanks to the talent and creativity of its representatives.
For example, L’Espace Montréal provided a 3D presentation on a giant
screen of the history and technological innovations of the Complexe
environnemental Saint-Michel, a model of urban revitalization and sustainable development. A plant sculpture (or topiary) created by Mosaïcultures
internationales de Montréal, inspired by Frédéric Back’s film, The Man who
Planted Trees, was installed on the site.

The city’s Bureau du design has established several initiatives. They include
the Prix Commerce Design (a concept which was adopted by 14 other cities
in the world); Portes ouvertes Design Montréal, which promotes encounters
between designers and visitors; and CODE SOUVENIR MONTRÉAL , a catalogue of souvenirs for which a special edition was published to mark the
375th anniversary of Montréal.

The artistic programming on Montréal Day, May 14, included a concert by
Angèle Dubeau and La Pietà, as well as the show 11 373 km pour célébrer
l’amitié , by Cirque Éloize. Not to forget an exhibition comprised of more than
a dozen pieces by Montréal artists, organized jointly by the Contemporary
Art Galleries Association (AGAC) and Art souterrain.

Since 2007, the Bureau du design has supported 53 competitions, design
workshops and architecture workshops—of which 38 were project competitions. The competitions have generated 83 commissions for designers and
architects (including 35 first contracts for young teams). They have led to
major projects such as the Bibliothèque du Boisé and the Stade de soccer de
Montréal. Eleven competitions included public presentations by the finalists,
attracting a total of almost 2,000 people. In 2017, five new competitions were
launched, including for the design of the Place des Montréalaises, development of a master plan for the design of the biodiversity corridor in the
Saint-Laurent borough and enlargement and renovation of the Bibliothèque
L’Octogone.

This was the first time in the history of universal expositions that cities were
invited to participate. The least that can be said is that Montréal played its
cards beautifully!

UNESCO has recognized the quality of what has been produced during
10 years of designing Montréal. A city whose creativity is well-known
internationally.
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Love Is Love: Wedding Bliss for All à la Jean Paul Gaultier, The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts
Photo: MMFA/Denis Farley

FEAST OF FASHION
Inaugurated in Montréal in 2011, the exhibition
The Fashion World of Jean Paul Gaultier: From
the Sidewalk to the Catwalk, presented at the
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) was
viewed by thousands of Montrealers before travelling to Dallas, San Francisco, Madrid, Rotterdam,
Stockholm, New York, Melbourne and London—
and then conquering Le Tout-Paris. The exhibition
ended its travels in Seoul in 2016.

Coproduced by the MMFA and the Fondation Jean
Paul Gaultier, this exhibition exported the talent
of many Montrealers, including Stéphanie Jasmin
and Denis Marleau, of the Montréal theatre
company UBU. Using a video projection process
they had invented, the faces of 32 mannequins
were brought to life.
We also remember the joyful Pinkarnaval, an
exciting parade of creations by Jean Paul Gaultier,
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which invaded downtown streets in July 2011. A
succession of eight dancing tableaux from eight
different boroughs brought together artists and
more than 1,600 citizens. An urban, collective and
supportive event, the kind for which Montréal has
the secret.

GOOD IDEAS TRAVEL FAR
Created in 1995, the Prix Commerce Design is a 100 % -Montréal concept.
Since that time it has been implemented in 14 cities in North America and
Europe. The programs are designed to encourage retailers to get help from
qualified design and architecture professionals to invest in the quality of
design of their stores.

Photo: Bureau du design of the Ville de Montréal

Developed and presented for 20 years, the Prix Commerce Design have been
highly successful in helping revitalize the city. Bakeries, bars, restaurants,
fashion and accessories boutiques, as well as major department stores, have
competed on elegance, helping to improve the day-to-day life of thousands
of people.
The quality of projects submitted to the Prix Commerce Design allowed
Montréal to obtain a designation as UNESCO City of Design in 2006. The
expression “Prix Commerce Design” became an official trademark of the Ville
de Montréal in 2014. When good ideas go abroad, everybody is rewarded!

A POETIC PATH
Clearly, well-known sculptor, architect and theatre designer Michel Goulet has a predilection for chairs.
They appear in many of his projects, installed in Toronto, Lyon, and Paris as well as in several Montréal
neighbourhoods. Chairs added to the urban landscape, which transform daily life…
To underline the 400th anniversary of the founding of Québec City, Montréal offered art by Michel
Goulet comprised of about 40 chairs, arranged two by two, forming a specific scenographic promenade.
Each chair includes an extract of a poem or text written between the date of Québec’s founding and its
400th anniversary. “While we stop briefly, 40 poetic voices tell us who we have been, who we are, and
the joy of encounters,” wrote Michel Goulet. Rêver le nouveau monde is the name of the installation. It
is located along a pathway that leads to the Place de la gare du Palais, in Québec City, transforming the
walk into a space filled with meaning and poetry. It was unveiled in June 2008.

Michel Goulet, Rêver le nouveau monde , 2008
Photo: Ivan Binet
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FILM-SHOOTING IN MONTRÉAL
Montréal has many assets to entice local and foreign film directors. Its ecosystem—adapted to major cinematographic filming—and its wide variety
of settings—from the oldest to the most modern—continue to attract film shoots. Here’s a selection of ten of the greatest films shot in the metropolis
during recent years.

Shooting of X-Men: Days of Future Past
Courtesy: Twentieth Century Fox

THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON
(2008)
Old Montréal was as convincing a stand in
for Paris as it was for Russia in this excellent fantasy film by American director David
Fincher. Inspired by a short story by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, the film tells the tale of a man who
was born old and grows younger over the
years. This production received an Oscar for
best artistic direction.

EVERY THING WILL BE FINE (2015)

X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST (2014)

In Every Thing Will Be Fine , the great Wim
Wenders ( Wings of Desire; Paris, Texas ) not
only filmed in Montréal, he also placed it at the
heart of his scenario. The director describes
the drama of a local writer, haunted by guilt
after accidentally causing the death of a child.
A Canada-Germany-France-Sweden-Norway
co-production.

The imposing architecture of Montréal’s City
Hall was used to great effect in one of the
X-Men cult films, appearing as a chic Parisian
hotel in the 1970s. X-Men: Days of Future Past
was created by Bryan Singer, an American director and producer.
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POLYTECHNIQUE (2009)
Montréal was the natural setting for this film
by Denis Villeneuve ( Arrival, Blade Runner
2049, Sicario ). The Québec director created a
difficult and sensitive film, directly inspired by
the testimony of survivors of the 1989 tragedy,
which profoundly marked Montréal.
GABRIELLE (2013)
What if, despite the differences, everybody has
the same needs? In her second fiction feature,
director Louise Archambault explored the
quest for love by a young 22-year-old woman
with an intellectual disability.
HOCHELAGA, LAND OF SOULS (2017)
With all the finesse he is recognized for,
François Girard ( Thirty Two Short Films
About Glenn Gould, The Red Violin ) probes the
genesis of Montréal’s soul. The appearance of
a sinkhole in downtown Montréal leads to the
discovery of artifacts recounting the history of
the ancient village of Hochelaga. And human
beings of the past come to life.

Shooting of Brooklyn
Courtesy: Wildgaze Films

BROOKLYN (2015)
Montréal takes on the look of postwar New York City in this feature by John Crowley. Brooklyn
recounts the adventure of a young Irish immigrant dreaming of America, but tormented by her
homesickness. A Canada-United Kingdom-Ireland co-production

BON COP, BAD COP 2 (2017)
If any Québec production can compete with the
biggest American action films, it must be Bon
cop, bad cop! This continuation of the adventures of David Bouchard (Patrick Huard) and
Martin Ward (Colm Feore) attracted crowds
and beat box office records in summer 2017.
LAURENCE ANYWAYS (2012)
In this film, young and prolific director Xavier
Dolan ( J’ai tué ma mère, Mommy, Tom à la
ferme ) examines the delicate subject of transsexuality through the heartbreaking story of
Laurence and Laurence’s girlfriend. A FranceCanada co-production that received awards at
several festivals.

MONSIEUR LAZHAR (2011)
Acclaimed by critics and recipient of numerous international prizes, Monsieur Lazhar, by Philippe
Falardeau ( Chuck, Congorama ), describes the experience of an Algerian-born teacher in a
Montréal elementary school. The film, based on a story by Evelyne de la Chenelière, highlighted
the cultural diversity and vitality of Montréal.
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Shooting of Monsieur Lazhar
Courtesy: micro_scope

INFLUENCE OF
MONTRÉAL DESIGN FELT
IN CHINA
Montréal creativity is limitless, and the renown
of its young designers is proof! In the last
years, several of them have made a name
for themselves in China, winning a Shenzhen
Design Award for Young Talents—a competition
for the next generation held by the UNESCO
Creative Cities Network.
In 2013, 21 Balançoires , the highly popular
interactive installation, designed by Daily
tous les jours and installed in the Quartier
des spectacles, received the Grand Prize at this
prestigious competition. That same year, the
Borneo collective was also lauded, winning a
Merit Award for the design of its Eau de source
urbaine, designed to adapt fire hydrants into
drinking fountains.
In 2015, two Montréal companies also received
Merit Prizes. La Pépinière was singled out
for Les Jardins Gamelin , which transformed
the appearance of downtown’s Place ÉmilieGamelin. Jarre was recognized for the
aesthetic and practical design of La Denise , its
vegetable storage device.
This recognition proves that young Montréal
designers haven’t stopped surprising the
planet!

Les Jardins Gamelin
Photo: Ulysse Lemerise
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MONTRÉAL’S CREATIVE SPIRIT PLACES IT
AMONG THE GREATS
Creative city par excellence , Montréal joined the World Cities Culture Forum in 2013. The
group provides an opportunity for Montréal to discuss culture and innovation with the 32
largest cities and cultural capitals of the world, including Amsterdam, Berlin, Bogotá, Buenos
Aires, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Johannesburg, London, Mumbai, New York, Paris, Rio de Janeiro,
Sao Paulo, Seoul, Singapore, Shanghai, Sydney, Toronto and Tokyo.
Montréal was nominated to join the group by London. Its creative spark won over members
of the network. Montréal boasts an impressive number of jobs in the creative sector, setting
an example for much larger cities. Once again, thanks to its artists, its videogame industry
and talents in the virtual and augmented reality worlds, Montréal stands out among the major
world cities.

DANY LAFERRIÈRE
AND THE ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE

Occupying the seat once reserved for Montesquieu and Alexandre Dumas,
Dany Laferrière gave his inaugural speech in his inimitable style, in the form
of a narrative. His entrance into the Academy reinforces the already vibrant
links between France and Québec, and also reaffirms the two’s natural
connection with Haiti.
This honour is added to the many awards which have recognized the career
of this great writer, including the Grand Prix du livre de Montréal and the
Prix Médicis.

Photo: Hannah Assouline / Opale / Leemage / Éditions Zulma

For the very first time, a Montrealer wears the green frock coat and sword
of members of the Académie française. Dany Laferrière, the Haitian-born
Québec writer became one of the Immortels in May 2015, launching a
cascade of pride from Montréal to Port-au-Prince.

MONTRÉAL FACTORY
Multimedia studio Moment Factory works with video, light, sound, architecture and special effects. Since
2001, the company has created more than 400 interactive installations and performances around the world,
for Madonna and for Céline Dion, for Sony, Los Angeles Airport and the Sagrada Família in Barcelona. While
headquartered in Montréal, it has other offices in Los Angeles, Paris, Tokyo and London. Its multidisciplinarity team of creators, technicians, IT specialists, architects and designers have developed an international
reputation.
Daily miracle makers, they know how a few strokes of light can transform a place, create magic, write a poem
of urban space or… there are so many Moment Factory productions in Montréal! Some have been ephemeral:
for example Elixir, a choreographed animation designed for the place des Festivals fountain, or their one-night
transformation of the Maison symphonique. Others are long-lasting, such as Signé Montréal, a historical
multimedia presentation at Pointe-à-Callière; the spectacular Aura at the Notre-Dame-de-Montréal Basilica
or the colourful light show for the Vitrine culturelle, rue Sainte-Catherine. Another example is the lighting of
the Jacques Cartier Bridge, one of the legacies of the 375th anniversary of Montréal. For this, Moment Factory
collaborated with six Montréal multimedia and lighting studios (Ambiances Design Productions, ATOMIC3,
Éclairage Public/Ombrages, Lucion Média, Réalisations and UDO Design). Thanks to Moment Factory,
Montréal proudly flies its colours and its light!
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Aura , Notre-Dame-de-Montréal Basilica
Photos: Moment Factory

MUTEK GOES TO THE LAND
OF THE RISING SUN
MUTEK, the iconic Montréal festival, extended
its reach as far as Japan for the first time in
November 2016, with Tokyoites dancing to the
beat of the best electronic music artists. After
Mexico City and Barcelona, it was the turn of
the Land of the Rising Sun to come down with
MUTEK fever, going so far as to welcome a
second version in November 2017.
True to the MUTEK mission, the Japanese version
promoted the most important digital artists of
the day, providing an opportunity to discover
the best in digital creativity. At the centre of
high-level international programming, Montréal
artists took the stage beside a new generation
of Japanese talent. Moving to the same rhythms,
Montréal and Tokyo have never been closer!
Photo: Stororobo !

ARCADE FIRE: MONTRÉAL’S ROCK AMBASSADORS
Ever since winning the 2010 Grammy for best
album of the year, Arcade Fire has represented
the famous “Montreal sound” to the entire world.
Building on the charisma of its leaders, Win
Butler and Régine Chassagne, the band has
raised the city’s profile by proudly displaying its
origins wherever they play.
During the last 10 years its influence has been
continuously growing on the world’s independent rock stage. But Arcade Fire has remained
strongly rooted in Montréal. The group opened
Agrikol restaurant on rue Amherst, now recognized for its delicious Haitian cuisine.

Touring the four corners of the world, the
other band members accompany singer Régine
Chassagne in her efforts to support her country of
birth, Haiti. With help from her friend Dominique
Anglade, the cofounder of Arcade Fire has established the KANPE foundation, a charity headquartered in Montréal which supports the efforts
of the most vulnerable families in Haiti to move
toward financial autonomy.
So Arcade Fire is more than just an excellent
musical group: it gives back to communities
here and internationally. A band which makes
Montréal proud!
Photo: Jean Gagnon
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PIKNIC ÉLECTRONIK:
FROM MONTRÉAL TO DUBAI
Dancing in the open air under the sun at Parc Jean-Drapeau, to the sound of
the best DJs of the planet: this is the promise Piknic Électronik has fulfilled
every summer Sunday since 2003. Enjoying great success from its early days,
the event—which now hosts 6,000 people each weekend—has expanded and
conquered the entire world, one city at a time. Since 2012 the concept has
been exported to Barcelona, Lisbon, Melbourne, Santiago and Dubai.
Photo: Djalma Vuong Deramos

The clever idea by Pascal Lefebvre, Nicolas Cournoyer, Michel Quintal
and Louis-David Loyer has borne fruit and it’s still far from over! Expansion
of Piknic Éloctronik continues, with many other cities poised to join in the
fun. The company, which recently merged into the Mishmash experiential
collective, has new resources at its disposal. There is no doubt that soon it
will fly even higher.

MONTRÉAL ART IN THE
PARIS METRO
Geneviève Cadieux, a leading artist in Montréal
visual arts, is now part of the daily life of
Parisians. In 2011, her mosaic La Voix Lactée was
installed at the gare Saint-Lazare. It echoes its
sister work, La Voie lactée , a photographic installation planted on the roof of the Musée d’art
contemporain de Montréal since it opened in
1992. Sharing the same subject but using different media, the two works portray the lips of a
woman’s mouth, evoking a dialogue and creating
a somatic bridge between the two Francophone
cities. The mosaic was a gift from the Société
de transport de Montréal (STM) to its Parisian
equivalent. It marks the involvement of the Régie
autonome des transports parisiens (RATP) in the
creation of the Montréal transportation network.

Geneviève Cadieux, La Voix lactée , 2011
Photo: RATP
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KENT NAGANO,
SOUL OF THE OSM
Under the baton of Kent Nagano since 2006, the Orchestre
symphonique de Montréal (OSM) has caught its second
wind. The maestro will go down in local history for having
conducted the very first concert at the Maison symphonique, in 2011. But it is, above all, his original and democratic
approach for which he will be remembered.
Never hesitating to welcome pop music, Kent Nagano has
opened up the classical concert by collaborating with artists
of all kinds. The director has taken his orchestra on tour in
many countries, in particular in Europe, thereby increasing its
international prestige. Montréal music lovers have been regularly exposed to the brio of this orchestra during great public
events held outdoors.
They include the greatly remembered grand concert dedicated
to the Haitian people in 2010, on the Parterre du Quartier
des spectacles; not to forget concerts under the stars at the
Olympic Park. Montréal’s 375th celebrations were also a
pretext for innovative collaborations between the OSM and
the multimedia artists of Moment Factory as well as with other
Montréal orchestras during Montréal symphonique, a spectacular concert on Mount Royal.
Nothing can stop this conductor who has restored the OSM’s
position in the heart of Montréal’s cultural life.

Photo: Leda & St-Jacques
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TRAVELS OF PARTENARIAT DU QUARTIER DES SPECTACLES ARTWORK
In 2017, no fewer than 20 cities welcomed
the installation of public art from Montréal
through the export program of the Partenariat
du Quartier des spectacles. The organization
responsible for animating Montréal’s most
artistic district is renowned for its luminous,
sound, participatory and interactive installations. In 2017 they charmed Lugano, Chicago,
Brussels, Jerusalem, London, as well as several
other cities.

Six pieces took to the road. Îlot de chaleur and
Iceberg , created by the ATOMIC3 collective
and Appareil Architecture, visited Detroit.
Impulsion , a luminotherapy installation
by Lateral Office, crisscrossed Europe and
the United States, with a side trip to Israel.
Prismatica , by RAW Design, KANVA’s Entre
les rangs , and Loop, by Olivier Girouard,
Jonathan Villeneuve and Ottoblix, also went
on a US tour, stopping in Scottsdale, Durham
and Chicago, respectively.

Whether in sound, light or movement, the
creativity of Montréal, designated a UNESCO
City of Design, surprised and seduced crowds
everywhere!

KANVA, Entre les rangs at Cergy-Pontoise
Photo: L. Defrocourt
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THE BRUSSELS BOOK FAIR
RECOGNIZES MONTRÉAL
Montréal was firing on all cylinders at the March 2017 Foire du livre de
Bruxelles, for which it was the guest of honour.

Larry Tremblay at the Brussels Book Fair
Photo: Délégation générale du Québec à Bruxelles

The Belgian capital’s grand literature festival pulled out all the stops to
recognize the 375th anniversary of Montréal, hosting a Québec Pavilion
and welcoming about 70 of our authors and publishers. Stéphane Larue,
Elise Gravel, Dany Laferrière, Kim Thúy, Larry Tremblay, Patrick Senécal
and Dominique Demers, to name just a few, dived into the excitement of
Europe’s largest pop-up bookstore.
Montréal was the first city to be honoured in this way by the Brussels Book
Fair. It took advantage of the event to explore new collaborative opportunities and further knit invaluable connections with Belgium.

TWO PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS FOR
A PUBLICATION ON CLANDESTINE
MONTRÉAL, FROM 1940-1960
During the Second World War and the postwar years, rue Sainte-Catherine
echoed to the rhythms of jazz and cabaret. It hosted the greatest performers
of the era, including Édith Piaf, Frank Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, Alys Robi and
Oscar Peterson. But offstage, in the Red Light District, illicit activities were
common: gambling, prostitution and contraband, ardently combated by a
young lawyer.

Photo: Studio Feed

Magnificently documented and illustrated with period photographs, the
book Scandale ! Le Montréal illicite, 1940-1960, by the Centre d’histoire
de Montréal, describes this fascinating and little-known aspect of the city’s
history. The excellence of its design did not go unnoticed. In 2016, the
Alcuin Society, which recognizes the most beautiful publications in Canada,
awarded it first prize in the “Pictorial” category for the quality of its design.
Then, in 2017, the Société des musées du Québec awarded the book its Prix
Excellence, recognizing a publication whose quality surpasses the standards
of museum practice. Two highly deserved honours!
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FILMMAKERS: LOCAL TALENT,
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
Box office success, enthusiastic critics, prestigious awards…Montréal does not
lack in cinematographic talent; it is now exported around the world. Here is an
overview of six major artists and their most recent productions.

JEAN-MARC VALLÉE
Designated best television miniseries of the year at the Golden Globes, Big Little
Lies ran off with multiple awards in 2018, confirming again the immense talent
of director Jean-Marc Vallée ( C.R.A.Z.Y., Dallas Buyers Club, Wild, Demolition ).
A formidable recognition for the filmmaker, branching out from cinema for the
first time.

Blade Runner 2049, directed by Denis Villeneuve,
shined at the 2018 Oscars, receiving awards
including for best cinematography and best visual
effects. The film was a sequel to Ridley Scott’s
classic of science fiction. The year before, Arrival,
by the Québec director won Best Sound Editing.
These two Denis Villeneuve films, alone, were
nominated for Oscars—13 times! His magnificent work ( Un 32 août sur Terre, Maelstrom,
Polytechnique, Incendies, Prisoners, Enemy,
Sicario ) has received acclaim—and awards—
around the world.

Denis Villeneuve
Photo: M. Del Drago

DENIS VILLENEUVE

KIM NGUYEN
With Two Lovers and a Bear, released in 2016,
Kim Nguyen has been recognized as one of the
most important Canadian screenwriters and directors of his generation. This feature film was
recognized in several categories at the Canadian
Screen Awards, just as was Rebelle (War Witch)
in 2012. The movie was also nominated for an
Oscar for the best foreign-language film.

PHILIPPE FALARDEAU
In 2017, Philippe Falardeau ( La moitié gauche du frigo, Congorama, The Good Lie,
C’est pas moi, je le jure ! ) astonished us with the story of Chuck Wepner, a boxer
who fought honourably with the invincible Muhammad Ali, more than 30 years
ago. His story inspired the film Rocky. Screened at the Mostra in Venice, Chuck
was well received by critics. Philippe Falardeau achieved international recognition
with Monsieur Lazhar, which received the Genie Award for best film in 2012.

DANIEL GROU (PODZ)

XAVIER DOLAN

Known in Québec for several successful
films and television series ( Minuit, le soir,
C.A., 19-2), PodZ conquered the Canadian
public thanks to the production of Cardinal ,
a six-episode psychological drama broadcast on CTV in 2017. The series, whose
impressive cast includes Karine Vanasse,
was dubbed into French in Montréal.

J’ai tué ma mère, Les amours imaginaires,
Laurence Anyways, Tom à la ferme, Mommy —the
child genius of Québec cinema continues to win
hearts and awards. In 2017, he received Césars
for best director and best editing for Juste la
fin du monde (2016), his sixth feature film. The
director, still under 30, has already produced a
prolific, original and celebrated oeuvre , screened
at the world’s major festivals. The release of his
first movie filmed in English, The Death and Life
of John F. Donovan , is scheduled for 2018.
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Xavier Dolan
Photo: Georges Biard

Daniel Grou (PodZ)
Photo: Robert J Galbraith

Kim Nguyen
Photo: Bob Howard

CITIES OF THE WORLD CELEBRATE
MONTRÉAL’S ANNIVERSARY
Sculptures, light work, miniature garden—many cities and countries marked the
375th anniversary of the city by offering valuable symbols of friendship. Beyond
their aesthetics, these gifts will for many years symbolize Montréal’s openness
to the world, as well as its long-lasting friendship with cities and countries all
over the planet.

FROM NAMUR TO MONTRÉAL
The story that connects Montréal with the Belgian
city of Namur goes back to the First World War.
At the time, Montréal named one of its streets
rue Namur in order to commemorate the courage
of Allied soldiers and the siege of the fortified
position of Namur in 1914. A series of historical
panels, a gift from the European city, is now
displayed in the Namur metro station, recalling
the links that connect that city to Montréal.
SHANGHAI AT THE BOTANICAL GARDEN

Une amitié qui traverse les montagnes et les
eaux . (A Friendship sparing mountains and
oceans). The name alone of the miniature landscape offered by Shanghai evokes the warm relationship that has existed between this Chinese
city and Montréal for more than 30 years. The
arrangement of rocks is the work of artisans from
Shanghai, while the vegetation was planted by
the Botanical Garden of Montréal. The diminutive landscape decorates the entrance court of
the magnificent Chinese Garden, which is visited
by about 800,000 people annually.
BRUSSELS LIGHTS UP
THE METRO

PARISIAN SCULPTURES IN
VIEUX-MONTRÉAL

A HOMAGE FROM THE HAITIAN
COMMUNITY

Soleil de minuit, by Franco-Belgian artist
Adrien Lucca, spotlights the friendship between
Montréal and Brussels. To mark the 50th anniversary of the Montréal metro and 40 years of
Bruxelles Mobilité, its Belgian equivalent, this
series of backlit coloured-glass panels are on
display at the Place-d’Armes station. In exchange,
the Société de transport de Montréal (STM)
offered its partner a work by Montréal artist
Patrick Bernatchez.

How to portray harmonious living together and
cohabitation between people from here and
abroad? By its very presence, the sculptural
grouping Les touristes, the work of French artist
Elisabeth Buffoli, responds to this question.
Previously installed near the Forum des Halles, in
Paris, the four pieces now embellish the parc de
La Presse, at the intersection of rue Saint-Antoine
and côte de la Place-d’Armes. The sculptures are
on loan from the City of Paris for 25 years.

A group of citizens of Haitian origin decided
to mark the welcome hospitality of the city by
offering a bust of Toussaint Louverture. This
leading figure of the Haitian revolution worked
heroically for the emancipation of Blacks. He is
one of Haiti’s founding fathers. The bust of the
celebrated abolitionist was installed in the park
which bears his name. It is the work of Haitianborn artist Dominique Dennery.

From top to bottom
Adrien Lucca, Soleil de minuit , 2017
Photo: STM, Louis-Étienne Doré
Elisabeth Buffoli, Les Touristes , 2017
(achieve in 1989)
Photo: Guy L’Heureux

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Last October, the World Design Summit demonstrated once again Montréal’s vitality in
the fields of architecture and design. More
than 50 international organizations met at the
Palais des congrès with one goal: to create an
international action plan to respond to world
challenges by harnessing the power of design.
This international encounter brought together
for the first time design specialists and organizations focusing on six fields: architecture,
landscape architecture, industrial design,
interior design, graphic design and urban
planning.
Participants from all over the world were
united in this hubbub of creativity, attending
talks by such star architects and designers
as Montrealer Claude Cormier, and Chilean
Alejandro Aravena, 2016 winner of the Pritzker
Prize (the highest distinction in architecture).
The Congress gave birth to the Montreal
Design Declaration , signed by organizations
and professionals from around the world. Its
goal is to promote the value of design. One for
all and all for design!

Photo: World Design Summit
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THE STAGE, IN ALL ITS
DIVERSITY
A city with a passion for theatre, dance, and
multidisciplinary and circus arts, Montréal
juggles multiple identities on stage. That’s
why it was the ideal city to welcome the
100th Congress of the International Society
for The Performing Arts (ISPA). This worldwide organization was founded in the United
States and today has members in more than
50 countries.
Canadian artists of all origins, including
Innu singer Elisapie Isaac and Somali-born,
Alberta-based slammer Ahmed Knowmadic
Ali, together with guests from around the
world discussed themes of identity, and
advances in the performing arts.
Through six major conferences and three
performances offered by Montréal artists, the
Congress proved that, now more than ever, the
performing arts represent an important venue
for reflection on the mixture of identities and
the pluralism of our societies. On stage as in
daily life, today is all about diversity.

Photo: Savitri Bastiani
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